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 C H A P T E R 

      Arlene Harris 
 Cofounder, Wrethink                          

  Known as the “First Lady of Wireless,”    Arlene Harris     is a serial entrepreneur, advi-
sor, investor, inventor, and wireless pioneer.  

  Having been introduced to the    wireless communications industry     at the age of five, 
when she started helping in her father’s mobile telephone company, Arlene officially 
joined the business at twelve, and over the following six decades, she has cofounded 
numerous businesses in this space, driving huge innovation in both mobile services 
and systems technologies. Arlene cofounded many of these ventures with her hus-
band, Marty Cooper, the renowned “father of the cell phone.” Their first venture was  
  Cellular Business Systems, Inc. (CBSI)     in 1983, which quickly dominated the cellular 
billing industry with 75 percent market share of the scrappy non-telephone company 
players. In 1986, CBSI was sold to Cincinnati Bell.  

  Arlene is a pioneer of early cellular standards and holds many wireless communica-
tions patents. Among her many accolades, Arlene was the first woman inducted into 
the Wireless Hall of Fame in 2007. She is also the business developer of the SOS 
phone service and the inventor of the award-winning Jitterbug phone; the latter was 
created for seniors and is sold by Samsung.  

  Arlene’s latest venture is Wrethink, a multifunctional device that can scan and store 
documents, make video calls, and manage family activities.  

  Danielle Newnham:  Can you tell me about your background and your 
introduction to tech?    
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  Arlene Harris:  Well I grew up in Los Angeles. My father was an electrical 
contractor and some time when I was very young, he took an interest in radio 
communications with his trucks, and so that was really the beginning of my 
exposure to wireless communications. I was under five years old when he 
started that business. I had two older brothers and we all ended up working 
in the family business. 

  Newnham:  Looking back, Was it obvious that you would end up running 
your own business? 

  Harris:  What I would say was that it was obvious from a pretty young age 
that I had an interest or at least I had an ability to have some  leadership skills  . 
I don’t know if they were natural. I had my first  financial transaction  , which 
might have led to me thinking I have an  entrepreneurial edge  , when I bought 
and sold my first car. I bought a car from a friend when I was fifteen—I had 
been working for money for my parents since I was twelve. I was actually 
working nights, weekends, and holidays. I bought a car for around $1,200 and 
sold it for around $1,500. So that was the first time I recall such a transaction. 

 My family was in and out of financial resources, so it was not a silver spoon 
upbringing for sure. My dad was a contractor. He was a real fighter and he had 
a really good strategic sense about how to invest in the  future   of technology. 
An example of that was in the 1950s. He made a move to put antennas way 
up on very high mountain tops around Los Angeles, which was a very visionary 
thing to do. It was very hard to get to the sites. He was very smart in doing 
that and doing the things that were hard to do but that gave us radio tele-
phone coverage areas—this was way before cellular. It was around thirty years 
before cellular but by doing it, he gave us coverage areas that would allow him 
to give his customers a much bigger and better service. 

 But it was a rough upbringing. My brothers were tough, my father was tough, 
my mother was sweet, loving, and supportive, but it was a risk-reward loss 
environment. It was a pendulum that swung pretty far to the left and pretty 
far to the right from an economic standpoint. 

  Newnham:  And then your family  sold the business  ? 

  Harris:  Yes, it was 1983, which was a really important year. It was the year of 
the first cellular system going live in the States. Chicago, which turned on in 
October of that year. We sold our business in January of 1983, and one of the 
reasons we sold it was because cellular was coming and was going to require 
really big risks to be taken. My father was already in his late sixties and the 
business had always been an environment that was fraught with argument and 
lots of conflict between my dad; not only as a business but with my brothers, 
which was not unusual for a family businesses. But when cellular came along, 
and we got a substantial offer… In fact, a couple of companies were trying 
to buy our positioning because the companies that were in a position to be 
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licensees of cellular services primarily included the companies like my family’s 
company. We not only had mobile telephone services from the 1950s but also 
paging services that were primarily started in the early 1970s. 

 The  paging industry   that pre-dated cellular had almost been a telescope to 
the future because of the nature of what was being managed and how the 
businesses were being executed. Paging companies were clearly preparing 
the industry and the area of communications that we were in—it wasn’t called 
wireless then—to become the future cellular operators, which is what hap-
pened. That period in 1983, the first cellular systems went live. And for the 
next twenty years, there were cellular systems being built all over the United 
States, and of course, elsewhere that had similar characteristics to the paging 
and mobile telephone businesses that we had run before that. And all in com-
petition with powerful telephone companies, by the way. 

  Newnham:  I wanted to ask about when you met Marty and when you set up 
 Cellular Business Systems     . That was also in 1983, wasn’t it? 

  Harris:  Yes. So Metromedia bought our family business in LA and I had met 
Marty several years earlier when he was promoting cellular at Motorola. Then, 
right about the time that the industry got ready to launch, we sold our busi-
ness and he left Motorola. So we joined together to start a cellular carrier 
management company, which was Cellular Business Systems. And we did that 
with another partner—a fellow by the name of Russ Shields. He had a soft-
ware company and he wanted to join with us to create a new service bureau-
type company that would serve wireless deployment to cellular. We sold that 
business to Cincinnati Bell in 1986. 

  Newnham:  Was it always your plan to sell the business? 

  Harris:  That’s a good question. Probably not as soon as we did but there was 
a consolidation that went on. Cincinnati Bell had bought one of the other bill-
ing companies and we had had the most success at attracting what was called 
the non-wireline, or the companies that got cellular licenses that were not 
telephone companies. And so we were the most successful at signing them up 
for billing and  customer service systems  . 

 Cincinnati went on a buying plan that included us. And I would say that had we 
not sold, we would have probably done infinitely better than we did, but Marty 
and I decided that we were ready to make a change, so we did. 

  Newnham:  The business was successful, but what were some of the  obsta-
cles   that you faced? 

  Harris:  Probably the biggest one was our financial partners. Financing in all 
of the businesses that I have been in has always been the most difficult issue. 
The  banking industry   was going through some really tough times in ’83 and 
in ’84 and ’85. And our financial partner was a bank, so our methods of getting 
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financing were such that it gave them a great amount of leverage. They then 
became unwilling to finance us and also unwilling to let us find finance else-
where in order to grow properly, so we were really in trouble. You needed 
money to grow and to put down your roots in the business. And they just 
simply decided that—for regulatory issues and political reasons inside the 
company—they were pretty much unwilling to keep investing. They weren’t 
going to let us find additional financing. So financing, in that case, was the big-
gest obstacle for us. 

 In fact, financing, in my view, throughout my entire career has always been the 
difficulty in the businesses that I have been involved with, and that’s true up to 
what I am doing now. When you are doing things that have never been done 
before, it’s hard to find financing. And back then, which is hard to imagine for 
someone young enough, but for these types of technological businesses, there 
was no such thing as real venture capital. You could get strategic investment 
but startups… When you talk about startups today, most people know the 
definition of a startup, but back then, most businesses went into business to 
stay in business, like my father when he started his. It’s a family business. You 
start a business, you go to the bank, you borrow money, and you grow slowly. 

 Well, in the cellular world, you couldn’t grow slowly, and you couldn’t finance 
it yourself because there were millions and millions of dollars that had to be 
invested just to get things going before you could turn on the first customer. 
So all the businesses that were growing up around cellular, if they were going 
to scale rapidly, they couldn’t be built like the family business is built. That’s 
the way most businesses were built throughout history, but starting with the 
technological revolution, things changed. Now there were people starting to 
build businesses with the idea that they would sell them. Of course back then, 
the idea that you would sell usually meant, “We’re going to build our business 
and take it public someday.” It’s going to get big enough to take public but the 
financing path to do that was very, very uncertain. You just didn’t do that back 
then. 

 I mean, there were a few  venture capital   firms back then, but they were very 
wary that the dogs weren’t going to eat the dog food. The projections for 
the number of cellular subscribers were certainly not what they eventually 
became, because consumerization of cellular didn’t start until the 1990s. Prior 
to that, it was almost all commercial, so financing for doing anything new, even 
today, is still hard for companies who need to spend a lot more than they can 
spend just using friends’ and family’s money. 

  Newnham:  Do you think that being a woman had any influence on how hard 
it was to raise money? 

  Harris:  I believe that being a woman in any kind of business that requires 
competence that men aspire to is problematic. Today, that is still the case. You 
have to look at the field, whether it’s automotive, or oil and gas, or technology. 
Any place where men aspire, it’s very hard for women. 
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 It’s part of the reason it’s been so important for me to make sure that I have 
gotten alignment on my vision with men, because today I still can sit in a room 
with someone who is calling on me and they will address the men in the room, 
rather than me. It’s always been an issue. 

  Newnham:  You recognized early on the importance of automation and  com-
puting  . Did you realize how ahead of the times you were? 

  Harris:  Thankfully, I had a stretch at an airline for about three or four years 
between two stints working at my family business. And when I was in that 
industry, I was right in the middle of a marketing job, and sales and so on, 
where we were scaling the airline for the wide-bodied airplanes. That meant 
there was an enormous amount of automation going on, so I got a really good 
education in the power of automation, computing, and organizing, and the 
rendering of the data and the methods by which computers can be used to 
streamline operation. So, when I went back to my folks’ business, I really had 
that itch to make sure that if this wireless business was going to scale, that 
we were prepared for it and that we weren’t going to end up having to hire 
a hundred people to do what computers could do far more efficiently and 
accurately, especially in terms of making sure that the customers were happy. 

 But, you know, it’s real interesting looking back on how many things we were 
doing ahead of their time. I will give you an example—when I was commut-
ing between Honolulu and Los Angeles, my roommate and I used a reserva-
tion system to do email. This was in 1969. It was all brand-new technology. 
Reservations were only a few years old. What they did was allow for the 
central deposit of reservation information in a computer system, and some-
one else at a  CRT   [  cathode     ray  tube   monitor] someplace else in the airline’s 
system, totally geographically removed, could go in and withdraw that reserva-
tion and look at it. Well, in that reservation record, there was something called 
“remarks” and you could free-flow comments in remarks. So my roommate 
and I used to pick a reservation, such as Mr. Smith on the fifth of March, on 
flight so and so, six months out. And we’d book a reservation and then we’d 
use that reservation to write to each other instantly. Instant communication 
for messaging between us in a private system like that was unheard of. Well, 
we didn’t know how profound that was. 

 Then in the early 1970s, we started having words show up in our vocabulary, 
like “word processing.” A vendor would come to visit me to sell me office 
forms, contracts, and different types of forms that we used in our business, 
and all of a sudden, he started saying things like, “You can use it in your word 
processing system.” Well, who the hell knew what a word processing system 
was? But of course, as time went on, we have learned all of this. 

 When Marty and I started  CBSI   [Cellular Business Systems Inc.] in 1983, peo-
ple were barely faxing. You just had no easy way to communicate a document. 
When I worked for Air Canada briefly, I was still punching tape and mark-sensing 
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Hollerith cards to make reservations with a machine that you put this card in 
and it would go “kerchunk,” and when you pulled it out, you could tell from what 
it had “kerchunked”—whether a reservation had been made. 

 So really, for me, it has been a life of technology moving forward. 

  Newnham:  I wanted to move on to Subscriber Computing and talk about 
the  billing system   that you created. 

  Harris:  Yes, when we had Cellular Business Systems, I hired my old engineer 
from my family’s business to build a separate system called Switch Manager, 
but prior to that, I had put him in business to become a paging billing software 
company. And then we hired that company for Cellular Business Systems to 
build what’s called “provisioning,” which is the function that happens when 
you go into a phone store and they set you up in the store. Or configuring. 
They are all elements of provisioning a technological device. And so we built 
the system to do provisioning using, at that time, very advanced networking 
software. That system is still running. It’s like in its eight-hundredth version, but 
it survived three or four acquisitions and it is now run by a company called 
Netcracker, which I believe now owns the residual of the assets that we built 
at Cellular Business Systems. But that provisioning system was required in 
order to be able to get throughput for the number of customers that wanted 
to sign up for cellular service; to properly start their billing, so it’s a really 
important subsystem of the whole challenge of running a wireless network. 

  Newnham:  And how did you come up with it? What led to its creation? 

  Harris:  Well, I had already done that kind of a function in my family’s busi-
ness for  provisioning pagers  , so I already had that sensibility. When we started 
Cellular Business Systems, we were working on billing systems that were run-
ning on mainframe computers, about which I knew nothing. We ran our paging 
business on mini computers at my family’s business, but the most important 
thing is not to think about the technology or the kind of computer that you 
are going to use, but the kind of problems you are trying to solve. And the 
real problem here was that you need to be able to activate and manage the 
customers that are coming on to your network. 

 After we started Cellular Business Systems, I said, “Look, I’ve got people who 
know how to do this from my old business, so I am going to go subcontract 
them to build a provisioning system.” This was for cellular, not for paging. 
Each type of communication systems has a different language and different 
protocols. In paging, we called the technical address the “capcode,” whereas in 
cellular you called it the  ESN   [electronic serial  number  ], and to get it working, 
you had to provision or activate them correctly so they would work on the 
network. That’s why we built Switch Manager. 

 We finally installed the system in New York at Metro One [Telecommunications 
Inc.] and they were able to activate cellular customers because we built it into 
the network, not simply as a separate function that only sat in the carrier 
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switchroom. We built it so that it could be networked. As an example, back 
then, all the cellular customers who were signed up after their phones were 
installed in the cars. There were installation facilities all over the city to do that, 
so these installation facilities would be equipped with computer technology 
that would allow them to activate those phones from a distance. Well, it turns 
out the carriers wouldn’t let other companies access the network directly but 
they did use  Switch Manager   so that they could process multiple simultaneous 
activations instead of one person in one office, doing one order at a time. 

 There were orders to activate, orders to cancel, orders for feature 
changes—a lot of orders going into the system to make it work the way 
the customers wanted it to work. We began the process that has led to the 
instant activations you enjoy today in phone stores. So that’s what we built, 
and like I said, that system is still in existence. 

  Newnham:  In the early stages of this  technological revolution   that you 
described, it must have been hard to know what customers wanted. How did 
you know what to work on? 

  Harris:  Well, like so many things in technology, what you needed to under-
stand was what you were connecting to and what the thing that you were 
connecting to did. You needed to know the capabilities of the devices that you 
were trying to manage. Once you knew what the capabilities were, then you 
had to apply business logic, which meant you needed to build a system flexible 
enough to allow you to set your practices and policies and procedures, which 
allowed you to manage that piece of equipment, and in Switch Manager’s par-
ticular case, it was a cellular switch. 

 The thing that makes your cellular phone work is a big hunk of iron sitting in 
a switchroom, probably with air conditioning on raised floors with fire retar-
dants, and wires and cables that go out to the outside and put a signal out to 
an antenna. Phone lines run all over the city bringing in information from a 
whole bunch of remote cell sites so that switch can actually properly process 
your transaction when you pick up your phone and make a call. 

 Whatever that switch is capable of doing, in terms of its functionality for sub-
scriber management, we had to mirror that. We had to know what the com-
mands were, and we had to expose that in another computer system that 
was hopefully easier to look at, had different, easier screens, and had logic 
that would allow it to do the things that needed to be done on this switch 
but doing it from the perspective of a customer service person. Somebody 
who has business rules to follow and so the systems that we built had to be 
able to manage the switch, technically, and expose the things that were being 
managed on the switch in a way that a human could more easily manage them. 

 And then, you can go on beyond that and you can start taking information 
from other systems and actually add value, and that progress has been hap-
pening for the last forty years. 
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 You’re using the information that you got from that system. You’re combining 
it with stuff coming from other systems. Your systems are far more capable 
of making decisions about what can happen automatically and/or what should 
be exposed to a person for a person to make a decision. A good example of 
that is how prepaid works. Prepaid still works in the same way as when we 
innovated it in the late 1980s. You can mix systems up, and take information 
and combine it to come up with decisions that get executed by software or 
by people. For example if the systems didn’t know how many minutes you 
were talking, they wouldn’t know that they should turn you off because you 
just exceeded your credit limit. 

 The systems that also run prepay come out of that milieu I was just talking 
about, and billions of people today are using cellular phones because they can 
prepay for that service. Had we not implemented prepay, had that not been 
a way of protecting the carriers’ revenue streams, the carriers would never 
have offered it. 

 The system that we built for provisioning and where we went on to do pre-
paid and budget management—those applications that sit around what you 
do when you manage a  cellular subscriber   do more than just making sure 
that they can make a call. Those systems sit at the core legacy of some of the 
important services that came later on. And a lot of that work we did gave me 
the courage to do workarounds and try and figure out how to solve problems 
in unique ways. And that’s probably my greatest skill—to figure out how to 
grease the skids for trying to mitigate problems that we have either in the 
application of the technology or in the way we approach it both technically 
and as a business proposition. 

 Either from a political standpoint, or a business function standpoint, we 
needed to do things that are unique. So that one system that we did, which 
was provisioning, really was a formative piece of my career. And probably the 
most important aspect of that is that we unleashed services to billions of sub-
scribers because we decided early on, again at Subscriber Computing, that we 
were going to allow customers to gas up. They have the ability to buy a phone 
and use it without having to pass credit screening. And at the time that we did 
this, credit screening was knocking out about fifty percent of the applicants, so 
that’s probably what I would call the most formative thing that I have done. It 
set me up thinking, “You know, I know I can solve this problem that can open 
up opportunity for a lot of others”. 

 The next company we worked on was called  Cellular Pay Phone Inc  . This is 
where we actually had Motorola and OKI Electronics build phones that were 
capable of managing billing by credit card. They actually had a credit card swipe 
on them. This was my first patent by the way. I should have had many patents 
throughout my earlier life but we were building systems for ourselves and 
never thought about intellectual property. But when I got hooked up with 
Marty as he came out of Motorola, he realized that I was really inventing things. 
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 So my first patented invention was a cellular pay phone system. I got patents 
for it in the late 1980s, which was the very first over-the-air software-con-
trolled cellular phone. Not one where you push buttons yourself, but where 
the phone is actually functioning itself to help you use it with your credit card, 
and again, that had an entire back-end system behind it. It wasn’t just a phone. 
It was licensed to General Telephone [ General Telephone  & Electronics] in ’88 
or so, and they used it on oil rigs and rental cars, as well as public transport. 

  Newnham:  How did that partnership work? Did you approach  GTE  ? 

  Harris:  No, we actually approached OKI and Motorola, who were friends, and 
they built the device and we built the systems. Again, it was about combining 
information that was coming from systems that allowed us to do this. Methods of 
communicating like TCP/IP [Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol] 
were nascent or perhaps hadn’t been invented yet. They certainly weren’t in 
regular use. Everything that was developed that was communications-based 
was pretty much a custom. It was very fluid; like the Wild West. 

 Anyway, we got that done and we licensed it to GTE. The Subscriber 
Computing business was still going and we did some fraud management that 
was also switch related. We ended up selling that company to a small public 
company up in Silicon Valley. That was another case where my partners—the 
engineer and a fellow I had brought in from Cellular Business Systems to run 
it—decided that they would rather cash out than continue to try and execute 
the business because it needed capital. And again, it still wasn’t really easy to 
get money to grow your business. 

  Newnham:  Then a few years later, you came up with the idea for Jitterbug. 
Can you tell me more about it? 

  Harris:  In the early 1990s, I was on the board of a call center that was doing 
dispatch. This is where you had an  alphanumeric pager   and you wanted to get 
phone calls from anybody, so you called into an operator and you left a mes-
sage. It sounds a little archaic now, but back then, you didn’t have a computer 
sitting on your desk that you could send a message from like you can today. 
So they had operators doing transcription. They became interested in try-
ing to do a two-button phone and got into a project with General Motors, 
General Telephone, and Hughes Network, and so on. But that fell through and 
the system we worked on became OnStar, which is a big safety system that 
General Motors runs today where you have emergency service from your car. 
It’s become more prevalent as the years have gone by, but they effectively used 
us and abused us, and dropped us and did it themselves. 

 But anyway, we were interested in this notion of safety and there had been a 
company up in Silicon Valley that tried to build a three-button service, but they 
ran into money problems and couldn’t get financed, so I bought the assets 
of that company and I combined it with what the call center company was 
doing. We created something called  SOS Wireless Communications  —another 
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one fraught with rocky roads. Getting into this wireless business was not for 
the faint of heart, at any time. We went through severe ups and downs, and 
finally we had to bankrupt the company in about 2001. Then in 2003 or 2004, 
I decided that it was time to resurrect it. Even though we had kept the cus-
tomers on the air through bankruptcy, the company was not growing and we 
didn’t have any product. But with phones getting smaller and smaller, and more 
featured, I realized that it was time to bring out a brand-new product, which 
became Jitterbug. 

 Then Marty had a meeting with the president of Samsung, a fellow by the name 
of K. T. Lee, who invited us to bring in my idea for a new service to Samsung 
and see what the phone looked like. They would then decide whether or not 
they would build it for us, and they did, which was almost a miracle. 

 Samsung was actually interested in Marty’s company’s technology. Marty was 
running a company called  ArrayComm  , which was doing very smart, advanced 
signal processing for cellular, so K. T. Lee’s people were interested in that 
technology. The conversation started with that, but he got interested in what 
became Jitterbug when I told him that I had a business that had been serving 
senior citizens and that I owned a cellular carrier. 

 So, Jitterbug basically offered a simple cellular service, primarily targeting the 
senior population. And  GreatCall   is the company I started which produced 
Jitterbug. I had come up with a new design for the phone, new ideas for ser-
vices that would make it unique, and it took about two years to develop it 
with Samsung. Then we put our systems in and we converted all of the SOS 
customers that we still had—we gained about 25,000 SOS customers in the 
mid-1990s and by the time we went live with GreatCall, I believe we had 6,000 
left whom we converted to GreatCall customers. 

 The reason I bought the cellular carrier I mention was in order to avoid some 
of the pitfalls that SOS had gone through which included the manufacturer 
cancelling us when we were about ready to launch the product, four carriers 
throwing us off their network because they didn’t want low-usage customers 
like ours, and IBM cancelling the chipset that our phones were built on. That’s 
a little short list of the bigger problems that we faced at SOS. 

 We overcame a lot, but once the manufacturer stopped building our chips 
and the manufacturer stopped building the product, we pretty much stopped. 
When we lost a carrier, we found another carrier, and when we lost a manu-
facturer, we found another manufacturer. The manufacturer that designed our 
next phone started using a certain chipset, but in the same year, the chipset 
guy that we were using sold his business to IBM—and IBM decided not to 
build that chip anymore. So that was kind of the last straw. It was torture for 
about five years. 

  Newnham:  What was the mission behind  GreatCall  ? 
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  Harris:  Just like SOS, the mainstream cellular companies—whether it was 
Verizon, Sprint, ATT, Carphone, or Vodafone—are after high-volume, high-
usage customers that pay them a lot per month, and what that does is elimi-
nate or inhibit the ability of people who don’t need a lot of service but need 
some. And furthermore, because of the way that manufacturers have imple-
mented their devices, it makes it very hard for people who have various limita-
tions—or just predilections for simplicity—to use those devices for safety, or 
to use those services if they were affordable and easy to adopt. 

 So the idea behind Jitterbug was to modernize what SOS had done and make 
it a full-functioning phone. The SOS phones did not take incoming calls, for 
instance. It was a phone that was only intended to be in your handbag, or in 
your pocket, or in your glovebox, and only used occasionally. And that’s the 
way we priced it and that’s the way we expected the customers to use it, so 
the average usage in the early days was only five minutes a month. So when we 
got to the early part of 2000s, and we see feature phones coming, with phones 
getting smaller and smaller, and with a display on them that a lot of people 
can’t even see, there needed to be a new solution created to take advantage 
of the technology and to implement it in a way that was far more accessible. 

 Then you see what’s happening with the adoption of more and more pow-
erful handsets and the ability to use those handsets as a personal area net-
work. Now you have the ability to help people do things like be independent, 
stay healthier, be safer, have more engagement with their families, and greater 
opportunity to share photos and the like, and again, you still have the same 
rendering problem. How do you get people who are really not going to be 
adept at doing those things have the technology implemented in such a way 
where they can enjoy it too? So there’s a market there that really was more 
about safety and independence and the like. Now we are able to encourage 
further engagement and further satisfaction by the consumer than just the 
original purpose—voice calls. 

 But the real issue there is that your focus on the market has to be much more 
lifestyle-focused than it is feature functionality–focused, like do-it-yourself 
stuff. You really need to be able to support, understand, and curate a lifestyle 
that’s going to improve people’s lives by the fact that they have adopted your 
solution–and that’s what my business is trying to do now. 

  Newnham:  Before we talk about the new business. I wanted to stay in the 2000s 
for a minute. You saw huge changes during your time working in wireless, but 
when Steve Jobs brought out the iPhone in 2007, that was a game changer. Did 
you have sight of the way things were going? 

  Harris:  I don’t know that I was looking for a big touchscreen. I think that’s 
the element of innovation that really changed the physical paradigm. But the 
aspect and the concept of the App Store, and the connection between the 
rendering on the device and what you have in your store, that was part of 
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our mission before we even knew that Apple was bringing out an iPhone. And 
that wasn’t so much our innovation. That was me looking at what Qualcomm 
was doing. Qualcomm had created something called  Brew   [Binary Runtime 
Environment for  Wireless  ]. It offered a way for developers to build applica-
tions that could then be put on cell phones that carriers were selling. The 
problem with their method was not the technology itself. It was their business 
model. And Steve Jobs figured out that he could use their techniques and take 
cell phone services to the next level. And where the big jump came was in the 
implementation of the App Store. 

 The App Store allowed Apple to implement what Qualcomm had done, but 
while Qualcomm had done it for the carriers, Apple was doing it for Apple. So 
it was an execution and business strategy problem at Qualcomm that created 
the opening for Steve Jobs to do what he did. And at GreatCall, we had already 
adopted the notion that we were going to be providing features and function-
ality to our customers that were targeted to them using the Brew platform. 
And then Steve jobs comes out with his deal and the rest is history. So we 
were already ahead of Apple in that regard, but we weren’t thinking about 
building the next coolest touchscreen phone—we were more focused on 
the lifestyle of our customers, using the technology that we could influence. 
Since we weren’t the manufacturer, we had to influence Samsung to build for 
us what we thought our customer wanted—the Jitterbug—and we are still 
selling that phone with minor variations ten years later. 

  Newnham:  Awesome. And on to the new business. What are you working 
on at the moment? 

  Harris:  Right now, I am working on a  home appliance   and a whole new way 
to manage family dynamics. Again, that comes a little bit out of my experience 
at GreatCall. The biggest problem we face in the future as service users and as 
technology users is that it’s getting too complicated and there’s just too much 
to manage. So we’ve set up a roadmap that will lead to a lot less stress, a lot 
more adoptions, and more advantages for people that use technology com-
pared with if you are left in a  DIY environment  . If you have to do it yourself, 
it’s daunting. It’s too daunting. 

  Newnham:  What’s the  home appliance  ? 

  Harris:  It will provide you with ways to communicate, share, manage, store, 
and tell stories. It’s an integrated device with a variety of technological imple-
mentations. But it is a family device that gets used by the whole family, and 
we’re very hopeful that we’re going to be able to tell our story well enough 
that we can get this project financed fairly soon. 
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  Newnham:  What are some of the  lessons   that you have learned from the 
hard times that you’re taking on to this latest venture? 

  Harris:  I would say probably the most important lesson I’ve learned is that 
most of the bumps that I hit in the road come from people or companies who 
I have done business with changing their mind, or changing their strategy, or 
just changing. And so I would say that the most important lesson when enter-
ing into any deal with anybody is that you spend the time to make sure that 
you have alignment, and then, as best as you can, ensure that your alignment 
can’t get disrupted. I think that’s probably a really important element. 

 And you know that you just can’t protect yourself, even with legal contracts, 
from the things that happen and can affect the people you rely on to help you 
execute, so making sure that you have alignment, as much as you can, with all 
of the players is critical. It’s bewildering to get going down a path and have 
people who make up the companies that you relied on disrupt your plans 
because they’ve changed their minds. 

  Newnham:  It’s obvious that you have persisted where most may have given 
up. Where do you think your drive comes from? 

  Harris:  I don’t know. I guess you really have to decide whether or not your 
mission is still something that needs to be done. You see, I don’t like to do 
things that people are already doing or that people have figured out how to do 
and I can just do it a little bit better. I like to do things that are really impactful. 

 So, for instance, with  GreatCall  , it is not executing today the way that I wanted 
it to execute. A lot of people have said, “Why don’t you just go do something 
else and forget about it?” I can’t do that because no one else is doing what 
GreatCall is now positioned to do. So I need to be continually working on 
trying to make sure that GreatCall does what I intended it to do, or at least 
that we have the elements of that wrapped into our new offering. 

 I think if there is something that you have seen that needs fixing or needs to 
be better, unless it gets better, it just stays there and continues to gnaw at 
you. So I think it’s more about that than persistence necessarily. You just can’t 
ignore that particular problem. It needs to get solved, and if I think I have an 
opportunity to solve it, then that’s where I put my energy.    




